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Current operational Earthquake Early Warning Systems (EEWS) acquire data with networks of single seismic
stations, and compute source parameters assuming earthquakes to be point sources. For large events, the point
source assumption leads to an underestimation of magnitude, and the use of single stations leads to large
uncertainties in the locations of events outside the network. We propose the use of miniarrays to improve EEWS.
Miniarrays have the potential to: (a) estimate reliable hypocentral locations by beam forming (FKanalysis)
techniques; (b) characterize the rupture dimensions and account for finitesource effects, leading to more reliable
estimates for large magnitudes. Previously, the high price of multiple seismometers has made creating arrays cost
prohibitive. However, we propose setting up miniarrays of a new seismometer based on lowcost (<$150), high
performance MEMS accelerometer around conventional seismic stations. The expected benefits of such an
approach include decreasing alerttimes, improving realtime shaking predictions and mitigating false alarms.
We use lowresolution 14bit Quake Catcher Network (QCN) data collected during Rapid Aftershock Mobilization
Program (RAMP) in Christchurch, NZ following the M7.1 Darfield earthquake in September 2010. As the QCN
network was so dense, we were able to use small subarray of up to ten sensors spread along a maximum area of
~1.7x2.2 km2 to demonstrate our approach and to solve for the BAZ of two events (Mw4.7 and Mw5.1) with less
than ±10° error. We will also present the new 24bit device details, benchmarks, and realtime measurements.
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